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february 14, 1933

committee on Theses

Department of Architecture

subject Az = subject for my Thesis I propose the

following: "To organize a new avovroach to the study of

Architectural Design. maintaining =» +  Tz ~ To0ssible tre

limitations o” curriculum ‘ne ~1t course

1" tn Teo - nt \ } ‘

Li or “11 DLO

foroy~ yV
CA

simul-

taneouslv ~- 1terdependent.

Writ aE Tha » phase will congist of a brief

critical analysis of the present course as lar ag it

nas progressed during the last five years. It will

then continue with an explanation of a plan for

cradual revision providing for tne vartial intro-

auction of modeling and color courses into the

Theory of Architecture. and firally, if posgegible

will conclude this phase with a metiod of further

develoving this plan to nuke it elastic enough to

cope with future needs in approaching the study of

A ;recnitectuural Leeidra 1g,

J



2. Modeling phase -- This phase will be an attempt to

present in a specific form an introduction to the

various divisions of the course as it should progr-~--

This will not consist in a study of the technique of

presenting plastic forms but rather in a study of a

clear, practicable method of expressing ideas in de-

sign with the use of three dimensions. There will be

a definite attempt also to relate it to the modeling

course which is included in the course of study of th

third year.

’

&gt; Drawing stage -- This phase will be divided into

two parts. The first will consist of a presenta-

tion of methods of expressing ideas of design in the

simplest terms of drafting as a basis on which to

continue with the work in three dimensions. The sec-

ond will be a presentation of methods of expressing

these same ideas after tho education acquired thru

the use of plastic forme has been assimilated.

By having these three phases progress simultaneously I

feel that the time allotted to Thesis work will have been

spent more intelligently even if the work does not reach

a completion satisfactory to me at tue end of ten weeks.

i intend to include in this thesis not only my own

thought pertaining to this matter but the thoughts of

 @



several fellow students cI nv grade and tiiese thoughts

having undergone constant revision for four years thru

continual seminors have finally culminated in our present

belief.

[ will attempt to make this new aupproaciti to “he study

of Architectural Design practicable hoth from the stand-

point of making it coincide witn the curriculum ag well

28 a logical introduction to the teaching of desi.r under

the present system. I will try to make any criticism I

employ as constructive ae possible so that those funda-

in our fifth year feel we lack may notrentals which w

be lacking ©

life,

 Lue new gtudent Lpon completing his school

- -

aomitted,

D_.

J.
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February &lt;0, 1933

Dear Fitzpatrick:

In regard to the preliminary presentation of your

thesis programme I want to put the following before vcu

Ag to your subject, neither the purpose nor its

neaning seems to ne sufficiently clearly expressed. At

to the method of your work, while I recoinizZe that the

student's point of view is of real interest, it is not

sufficiently experienced to form the esgential bacis of

£0 gerious a study ag :¢ tuesgi.s ren wires. Tue asittitude

sothh in practice and opinion otlier sclicols ara ecdu-

caters should b ~ inquired i

Helionl Frank

anc careful’y welglied.

The Cranbror 0 Wright's School, the

should zl1ll kb 2zongicerec., itWorx at Corn

should al:

Wd

— 1 Sl ru &lt; rriiltecturas design to react

ald include rany prepara-

cravhnic nature, Con-

i. 5 loo 5

For { |
— YN

a

5

Ler Luo

stra.LeL0n 1
Loa LEoery. tt.y riertion only the rnoct obvious

1 creative desicn.play ‘ conspicuous part i

Your preliminary programe ie not indicative of nd

rls

sufficiently broad or intensive study to Juetify ceonfi-

dence as to the ultimate satisfactory outcome of wvour

J.



~hesig, and cannct be approved 1
2

4
—

7: ym
Pr presen’ fori.

sugcest tuat eltner your approacihi gnoula be ori ol
1

sroader and more far rescaling bagless, or that you should

study more interesively some legs compreiienslive phizee of

Tour problell.

lease let ne ced af [vl aout chile A youl early CQrl-

venience.

sLlCerely yours

Williegm Emerson, Dean
Scethiocl of Arcunitecture

Wn/B
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Larch 4, 193%

Conriittee on Theses

nepartment

subient

follrwing Hm

«fF Ao -ritochure

| for my thesis I propese the

.rgse ol gtuay, ag a second

year subject, presented in the most efficient manner, foro J ? Py

the correlating of construction and creative desler,

The purpose of tuls course will be to develop in the ctu-

dent a constructive design sense to orecede tne factual

instruction as taught under the present curriculur in

Lnlrda year and known as Constructive Desicn.y Fa)

Prog ran In formulating my Thesis I plan

the following method ¢” aonproach. The thesis will con-

“0 adopt

gist of two major divisiers. The first will be the re-

Search phase, and the second will be what risnt be termed

the orsanizs

Zu £5
 ow ¥ oo

~ rwy

phase. Briefly, outlines of tiiese vhasces

representative group of schools

voth in this country anc anroad.

«wa ferent methods of correlating

Consvrucilon and creavive degiyzn used in these

rarioue schicols at the vresent time se well os

I O



their plans for the future, having due rel arc

towards

1. Comparison of various curriculums with our

“ttre

“igon of various types 93 2Chnioolses with

JWT Own,

comeclusion, surmilng up the results enjoyed by

these various methods and tlie possibilitics of

their future success, as well as tie Leneral ade

vancerient mace in tunis field curing recent years

 ad Crianizing Phase

2A plan for the revision of the present curriculum

to include this subject or combine it with other

5704subjects.

beAn explanation cf the method of executing this

course in the most efficient manner.

c.An execution of tn. course in nart or wholly de-

pending on time limitations.

Since I intend t. u-

senting this course.

manner or extent oo

" oe 3 :Crganizing Pho

may follow onc wo a

= Ww

, nodeling ag an instrument in pre-

cannot at this time predict the

..utling this course as &amp; part Of the

Thao 2g the method of presentation

“erections. The first, in which~~

ine students prepare the models aided pv criticism from

la



the instructor. The second in which the instructor uses

prepared models in nresenting his sub’ect to the students.b L 1 [&amp; oJ

The extent to which either method is practicable will de-

pend largely on its efficiency. Thus if the firet nethed

can be used this course will not only correlate construc-

tion and creative design but will also serve as an intro-

duction to the more advanced modelin..taugsht under the

present curriculum in the third year.

Respectfully submitled,

{ Lo
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arch 17, 1923

Dear Fitzpatrick:

In acknowledgment cf your favor .f th 14th inetant

concerning the

of vi» thesis, |

further rlacgilication and nodification

* | all By La ty accept this C
Loa satisfactory

and to wieh you ali success with the development of this

interesting subject.

&gt;ii1cerely yours

Willian PBmerson, Dean
school of Architecture

Ji/3
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THESIS

PART OFE

A survey of ten Architectural Schicols in
America treating of the most advanced
methods of dealing with the correlation
of Constructive and Architectural Design.
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pduca tors now

of today and of the

TTT TTCTORY

“izing that

future nwust have

Jie arcnitect

- tralning vastly

more extensive and exact than his predecessors, in

crcer to progress or even hold his own in the pre-

feesion. It is an established fact that Curing the

past few years there has been a decided tendency

thruout the Architectural Schools of America toward

a revigion of curricula, in order that the graduating

student might be better jualified * enter this pro-

fession which has undergone so mar rcvolutionary

Chieansres]g in th 1aa" quarter Meti rv Constants

change &lt; nla
\

ok z\r
. ~ 1 1AYat criance

te rour. meane of a

Vi. i
-

viiech will

tect. Ite +
| A

CE *y

hn. Jar schocls

L Jects in tt. A —culurm out

C »

 on, 4 + future value to the student,

aa

FEE a

9 il € 3 Chiat time to minimize other subjects be-

&gt; a.fficulty in applying them directly, orcau; © 1

b a complete knowledge of them did not seem to

necescary to the student. To gain a more exactbe

knowledge of the tnought which oes with tne planning

/'5.



of an architectural curriculum 3° ig firet nececgary

to understand the type of gi™i-  taught, cnd their

relative importer

largely by the *--

4 Meme whichi ie coverned
Ta

eC. -. and thelr riethod of ap-

croach in that schol?

teowep r

Generally there ars

pm “TRB ULUL

five major courses which ap-

pear in the curriculum of most of the Architectural

schools of America.

These divisions are:

GRAPHICS, which included graphic statics, shades and

shadows, perspective, and occasionally steriotonmy.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE, including all historical sub-

jects taught.

DRAWING, in which is grouped free nand drawing, color

theory, and modeling.

CONSTRUCTION, which includes mathematics, mechanics

constructive design, building construction, mechani-

ca. equipment of buildings and oflic

WM. including courses in theory of architecture

and architectural composition.

These divisions are more or less standard thruout the

architectural schools. It is, however, the relstive

importance of these subjects which is constantly under-

16a



going change. Since 1872, the last mentioned subject

has been increasing in importance, until today, Design

holde the key position in the curriculum of nearly all

architectural schools. If we should eet up Design as

the fulcrum about which to balance a general division

of subrjects int. ~ouns that might be termed

aesthetics and pr » cal corsiderations we would find

the result to be as diagramed below.

_ GRAPHICS PERSPEC TI VE~

ARLHITECTURE SHADES * SHADOWS

MATHEMATIC

BUILDING

MECHANICS ~ MATERIALS

coLon des HAND
THEORY DRAWING MODELING

CONSTRUCTIVE BUILDIVG
DESIGN Cons TRUCTIOL

TUEORY of ADCHITECTURAL DESIGN CONSTRUCTION

{
ES TUHE-TICS

PRACH ICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

By

DESIGN

7.



: obvious from this representation,thatto

produce a system of study that is well balanced, ne-

cessitates a complete knowledge of the relative value

of the individual subjects, not only within their

group but also in their relation to the second group.

thru Design. There is no course in an architectural

curriculum which can be a self-centered unit. The im-

portance of an individual subject cannot be measured

in credit hours or by any other mechanical means, bout

must be approached from the more or less intangible

viewpoint of the mental training which it affords and

the exact results which it produces. In order to ob-

tain what might be termed a "balanced diet" no subject

can be stressed beyond its importance within the

scheme, without having the balance tend toward one side

or the other. The direction and ultimate end of the

curriculum should be aimed toward a unity in the mind

of the graduating student of the many complex phases

of Architecture. It is ther with this aim in view that

I am now attempting to organize a course of study as

a second year subject, for the relating of construction

and creative design.

THE Zi PORTANCE OF CONSTRUCTICN

It would be a fair assumption to maintain that in

[ &amp;s



giving a student an architectural training, a sense of

construction and an aesthetic sense are of equal im-

portance. One cannot exist successfully without the

aid of the other, and only when the two are correlated

is there a real foundation for a true understarding of

the principle of architectural design. Yet to what

extent 1s this attitude propagated thruout our school?

To quote from "A Study of Architectural Schools" by

Bosworth and Jones compiled in 1931 we find the follow-

ing: "--It is interesting to observe that schools in

the United States have shown a tendency in general to

minimize construction in the so-called straight arch-

itectural courses. This is in striking contrast to

the very school in Europe which has been held up as an

ideal of the high plane to which architectural train-

ing should aspire. Cnly a few American schools ap-

proach anywhere near the extent and thoroughness with

which mathematics and construction are taught in the

Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. Many people are begin-

ning to ask if there may not be some connection between

the tendency and the oft-cited failure of American

architecture to make full use of the new materials and

new construction methods which American engineers have

50 prolifically developed." This then is what con-

/ 9.



fronts us from the start. Although the various schools

accept the importance of a knowledge of construction

to the student, yet knowingly or unknowingly they ne-

glect this most important phase of architectural

training and refuse to give it its proper place in the

curriculum. Therefore, the reasons underlying this

tendency must be studied in order to remedy the obvious

defect.

ATTITUDE OF CRITICS TOWARDS CONSTRUCTION

I'o say that, in general, professors of architectur

al design encourage the student to neglect a considers-

tion of construction when approaching an architectural

problem,,would be obviously stretching the truth of tine

matter a good way. Howevertosaythat critics neglect

to impress on the student the fact that considerations

of construction are as vitally important and necessary

to a good project as are the relation of rooms, com-

position of elements, and a pleasing facade, would

not be far from the truth. But the blame for this

cannot be placed in any great measure on the critics

themselves. To correct this, means hours specified in

the curriculum devoted to construction, combined with

a mechanical method of expression,to stimulate the in-

terest of the student and gulde his thought. But these

nave been lacking to the critics. and as 4

Jo.



has consoled himself and his students with the words,

"You'll get that when you go into an office." And so

the student goes blithely on his way thru design with

only a casual regard for construction.

ATTITUDE OF STUDENTS TOWARD CONSTRUCTION

Because from the start of his training the student

finds that the general attitude in Architectural

Schools is to neglect considerations of construction,

there is immediately fostered in him a dislike for any-

thing which smacks of the practical. Due to his in-

dividual make-up,the ordinary architectural student has

no great leaning toward mathematics or to the applica-

tion of them toward practical problems in construction.

Tov often his aesthetic sense is pampered and fostered

by an over-indulgent critic until he rebels at any

thoughts of practical limitations. And as a result

when he finds himself in a course dealing with con-

in) is a Rin 1s theories Az immediately dislikes it
sand then forgetg. The theories and practices which he

Aonilies thru exposure to the constructive course, have

no application in fact, and as a result he feels that

they are unnecessary to him. However, after his edu-

cation has advanced and he finds himself confronted

with the more complex architectural problems, he soon

3/7,



realizes the tremendous handicap under which he labors

And yet he proceeds thru the final years of his school

training, copying construction from current books and

periodicals and revamping them to suit his needs,

understanding little of the logic and none of the

theory which he imitates. Upon completing his train-

ing he finds himself then ready to enter an architec-

tural office and work at a nominal wage, while making

the mistakes and gaining the experience which his rel-

atively expensive education might have furnished him.

CORRELATIONOFCONSTRUCTIVEAND CREATIVE
DESIGN THRU LECTURES

There have been attempts made to correlate con-

structive and creative design thru lecture courses

dealing with construction methods, use of materials,

manufacture of materials and numerous other subjects

treating of construction. Generally, these lecture

courses become merely afutile gesture in attempting

to arouse the student's interest and prevail on him

to acquire a knowledge of construction thru indivi-

dual research. What the student actually assimilates

*nperficial vernacular

Fo a concreteof the construction engineer.

method of applying this knowledge and so stimulate
Pe

thinking, means nothing more than turning this lecture

ol of



system into a process in which the contents of the

professor's notebook are transferred by means of a

fountain pen to the student's notebook, without naving

passed thru the brain of either. To expect the student

to take an interest in a course by feeding him de-

tailed knowledge in the form of pre-digested pap, to

be assimilated by him, and accepted at its face value,

is asking a good deal. Thus it would appear that to

attempt to bridge the gap between constructive design

and creative design requires something more tangible

than a lecture course, per se. The alternative,isto

combine a lecture course with a method of expressing

the knowledge derived thereof by means of drawings

and models. These thoughts have been current in the

minds of educators in architectural schools for some

time. It is therefore necessary at this time to

study what measures have been taken to remedy this de-

fect in architectural schools up to the present time,

as well as plans for future steps.

J3,



Map showing distribution of schools chosen for a sur-

vey of present conditions.
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GROUPING OF SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO TYPES OF ORGANIZATTON

Type 1 Units of Fine Arts or Applied Arts Group

l. University of Pennsylvania

2. University of Illinois

» Yale University

JA.



Type I 4. Carnegie Institute of Technology

Type II Independent Schools

1. Columbia University

2. Cornell University

3. University of Southern Crlifornia

4, University of Oregon

Type 111 Units of an Engineering Group

l. Penngylvania State College

2. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

5. Georgia Institute of Technology

I'he method of selection of these ten architec-

tural schools was as follows: The architectural

schools in America were first divided into the three

major groups as indicated above, in order toc have a

basis of comparison. Then, within these three divi-

sions a finer selection was made based on the size of

school, number of years it has been functioning, and

its location. It is now necessary to investigate each

of these schools and gain a knowledge of what has been

done to correlate constructive and architectural de-

sign, as well as their plans for the future. From

this limited survey we may gain a more exact knowledge

of the advance both in thought and actuality that has

been made up to the present moment.

75



Type I Units of Fine Arts or Applied Arts Group

University of Pennsylvania

The University of Pennsylvania, established in

1890 is at present organized on a five year system

leading to a degree of Bachelor in Architecture. In

this school the following attitude is adopted. It is

recognized that Architectural Construction and Archi-

tectural Design are inseparable, and as a result, con-

struction is taught in their elementary courses show-

ing the architectural forms which result from struc-

tural necessities: In the second year, Mechanics and

Graphic Statics are begun simultaneously with Grade 1

Design. In the third year there are 20 hours a week

given over to Design, and 10 hours a week are devoted

to Architectural Construction. In the fourth year we

find 32 hours a week spent on Design work while the

hours for the teaching of Construction are diminished

to 8. In the fifth year there is no Construction

taught.

There are two courses offered which teach a good

deal of the theory of construction namely Materials

and Methods of Construction. 3%kdile In the course in

Architectural Construction a number of plates typify-

ing timber, mill construction and fire-proof construc-

tion, and concrete design are drawn with the idea of

26.



introducing the student to the best office practice.

In giving these courses the materials are exhibited,

scale-models of timber and steel construction are

studied, and models of various forms of patented and

non-patented materials are exhibited and studied.

There is however no course in which the student is re-

quired to construct models. In this way the attempt

is made to acquaint the student with the relative val-

ue of the different methods of construction before ap-

proaching the factual study in constructive design.

UniversityofIllinois

The University of Illinois, established in 1868,

is organized on the four year plan leading to a B. S.

degree in Architecture. In this school, a number of

years ago the department tried to have the construction

work co-ordinated with a Design problem. The student

after having completed the Architectural Design was

supposed to design and detail the construction. It

was found that this was not working satisfactorily,and

now prints are being used which are traced from actual

detail sheets of constructed buildings. These tracings

show the outlines of sections of various parts of

buildings, cornices, heads of doorways, lintels, girder

7.



clearances, floor clearances, etc. This material is

then given to the student to design the construction

for the conditions as imposed by the sketches. After

the student has solved the problem the actual blue

print showing the construction used by the architect is

taken to the drafting room and a lecture given showing

what has been done and how it differed from the stu-

dent's idea of the problem. Toward the end of the year

each student is given a complete set of prints of a

building, and the exercise calls for the complete

framing for the entire structure. The students react

very favorably to this presentation, in that the prob-

lem upon which they are working is an actual building

which has been built, and by use of the working draw-

ings which are in the Department they can see exactly

the construction used. This Department is fortunate

in having a number of complete sets of working draw-

ings of large and small buildings in various parts of

the country, which have been presented to the Depart-

ment for class instruction. In this manner the de-

partment at Illinois tries to interest the student in

La
the necessities of construction and their regXtion to

architectural design.

12.



Yale University

Yale University department of architecture was es-

tablished in 1913 and is of the five year system. The

method used in this school of correlating construction

and Architectural Design is as follows: In most of

the construction courses the students are taken to

actual buildings illustrating the topics covered.

Their experience with making models is that they take

a great deal of time, often out of proportion to the

result. There is a growing tendency to prepare scale

models during projects,but they are of so small a

scale that they do not bear on construction. Under

Professor Crane there is a course devoted to what is

termed "Comparative Construction". Following a course

in Building Materials which covers their physical

properties, manufacture and uses, there are described

various assemblies such as the different systems of

floor construction, wall construction, etc. It is the

intention by this system to enable the student to

choose, for example, the most suitable type of floor

construction for the fire-resisting building as gov-

erned by the type of frame and other considerations.

Also a course in the standards of good practice in

conjunction with the building codes is offered. There

Z9



seems to be no effort in this department to correlate

this work with the actual architectural design as

taugnt.

10,



Type II Independent Schools

Columbia University

Columbia University School of Architecture was es-

tablished in 1881 and is organized on a six year system

leading to a degree of B. S. in Architecture. In this

school we find a good deal of thought has been devoted

toward correlating construction and Architectural De-

sign. There is being carried on at the present time

in Columbia, the organization of a course intended to

anticipate the problems in design by providing the stu-

dent in advance of his design course, with that exper-

ience with structure which he will need for a proper

understanding of Architectural Design. It is planned

that this course will be introduced in the year

preceding second year design, and will be in effect in

the school year 1933-1934. It is expected at this

school, that the student must design, not paper pat:

but structures made of brick and steel and therefore

it is thought important that he should know something

about brick and steel before he begins to design.

The relationship of the courses will bes

The new course
(first year)

Cal
~

Construction

(third year)
C=3

a Design ped
(second year)

31,



The new course (C-1) will be continued in the second

and third years as a part of the courses in construc

tion and will be related in a similar manner to the

later design courses in the manner indicated below.

Cedi C-2

 ». D=-1

C3
mn. ~D-3

In conjunction with this a new three year course in the

theory of architecture is planned, related in the same

manner to the course in design. The resulting diagram

explains the relation.

C=-1
———ge“ny,

Learning
Draw
Tl ~

E=5 C-3
D-1 SA D.2

£-4 (office Practice)
© 3D-4(Gradu-t

TT (Aesthetics)
This then is a skeleton idea of the trend of thought

at Columbia toward relating Construction and Creative

Design.

Cornell University

Cornell University was established in 1871, and

the architectural school is based on the five year

plan leading to a degree of Bachelor in Architecture.

Professor Bosworth, in charge of the Architectural

School at Cornell was one of the authors of "A Study

of Architectural Schools" and therefore,is probably

"etter acruainted vith this subjectthan anvone =1.

32.



The work carried on at Cornell under his supervision

is based on the following theory: There is carried on

in the course a close collaboration of the two phases

of design, architectural and construction, with each

year's work growing progressively more complex in the

nature of the design or constructive problem as tne

case may be, and really culminating in the final test

for graduation, the Thesis. The feeling at Columbia

is, that there is no one year when this collaboration

should be brought about, but that it should be a con-

tinuous process. An outline of their plan is as

follows:

First Year

This consists of a series of problems, some four

or five, each divided into two parts; the first part

being only the plan with outline section of some form

of « one-story building of four or five rooms. With

this goes a certain number of lectures on simple con-

struction, and, of course individual research on the

part of the student. The second part,-- entirely dis-

tinct from the first part,--is an elevation to fit the

plan and sections already determined, and with this of

course goes the continuation of individual research and

lectures on those constructional questions involved in

the particular problem.
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Second Year

The architectural problems are slightly more com-

plex going into two or more story buildings, each

problem being a complete unity itself. The integra-

tion on construction and design being left this year to

the individual critic. Meanwhile the courses in le-

chanics and Structural Design have been started.

Third Year

The third year follows closely the second year

plan with more complexity, and with problems written

with the idea of bringing out the relation of archi-

tectural design to structural design, not so much from

the point of view of materials of construction as to

forms which are being developed meanwhile in the course

in structural design itself.

Fourtn Year

In this year is taught a course known as Applied

Design consisting of some three or four problems which

are quite similar in nature to the course as given at

the Ecole des Beaux Arts with such adaptations as

would seem wise for an American institution. In these

problems the necessary calculations involving necessi-

ties of structure, heating and plumbing, are carried or

This course is administered by a committee on which the
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members of the faculty who teach Structural Design,

liaterials of Construction, and Design all collaborate.

As far as results are concerned, Professor Bos-

worth is of the opinion, based upon experience in his

own school as well as many others, that wherever this

coordination of the two phases of architecture has

been attempted in a small degree, it has almost uni-

versally been succeeded by an extension to a greater

degree. This would indicate that in the mind of the

faculty at least, the basic idea# was satisfactory.

In Cornell this general scheme was first started some

fourteen years ago and has been continually extended

and amplified.

University of Southern California

This school was established in 1919 and is or-

ganized on the five year system leading to a degree

of Bachelor in Architecture. Under tnis system there

has been an attempt at some correlation between fourth

year design and the construction problems which paralle

it during that year. There is also an interesting ex-

periment being carried on in an endeavor to combine

the course in Professional Practice, which during the

third and fourth years if largely an expanded working
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drawings course, with a corresponding course in design.

It has been hoped to try at this school a method of

developing simple models of construction in order to

visualize actual problems, but as yet the opportunity

to begin this study has not presented itself.

University of Oregon

The University of Oregon was established in 1914

and the normal length of the Architectural course is

five years. In this school we find an entirely d4dif-

ferent method of approach to the teaching of archi-

tectural design. Under the influence of Dr. Eugene

Steinhof of the National School of Decorative Art in

Vienna, the school at Oregon University has undergone

radical changes in its method of teaching. There has

been a definite step taken toward the abolishment of

the competitive system because of the fear that it

tends to develop a wrong sense of values. In the

Carnegie Art Center at the University of Oregon a new

approach to Architectural Design was carried on under

Dr. Steinhof. This new approach reverses the academic

idea of teaching which developed principles from a

technique to an idea. The new method developws (1)

from the object to its organization (2) from the idea
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of the object,toits representation in the material.

Tne building of the object to deecign,in model form, is

an inherent part of this scheme. To use his words

"Everything that has been acquired by this method has

become a personal experience, and therefore, it remains

deeply rooted in the student's mind¥. Construction is

offered in the first step in the form of empirical and

practical consultation. The student starts at once

with the whole architectural problem."

And so here again is still another method wherein

an attempt has been made to inter-relate creative and

constructive. It is obviously a case of swinging the

pendulum a good way in one direction but is however

worthy of a deal c¢f consideration and study. Now it

33ar to turn to the third group which contains
AL

001 e. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Type 1II Units of an Engineering Group

Pennsylvania State College

Pennsylvania State College was established 1890

and 1s of the four year system deading to a degree of

B. S. in Architecture. This institution is of course

fortunate in having curricula in both Architectural

ingineering and Architecture. The correlation between

architectural design and constructive design is made

21g Ty; Why + - nnntoecte of the staff membere of hot
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branches to the extent of individual cooperation of

these two representatives with the student over the

drafting board. It is however admitted that this

method is haphazard and that a more concrete procedure

would be advisable. There have been attempts made in

this school to prevail upon the instructors in struc-

tural design to present their elementary courses in

such a way that the student would have a working know-

ledge of construction before any attempt would be made

to proceed with the factual instruction. It has been

the experience however ,that this point of view is not

popular with those teaching structural design. And

so we have the two factions, both intent on the same

goal but neither willing to concede any dependance upon

the other with the result that the student becomes rathse

a victim of circumstarces,
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Georgia Institute of Technology

The Department of Architecture at the Georgla Ine

stitute of Technology was established in 1908 and is

organized on the four year plan leading to a degree of

B. S. in Architecture. Again this department is for-

tunate in having the assistance of an engineering unit

in carrying out its curriculum. Here the work is care

ried on in much the same manner as that at Pennsylvanir

State. But here again we find the same difficulty in

trying to combine the two factions for the common good

of the student. Each department realizes its dependance

upon the other but when it comes to a question of worke

Ing together there seems to be a certain lack of coe

operation. This is partly due to the difficulty en-

countered in the mechanics of combining these two de-

partments in any one course rather than the lack of

sympathy in point of view of one with the other.

Now then, it seems urgent at this time to compile

a brief comparative summary of the advance made by

these schools in the direction of correlating architec=

tural and constructive design. Upon concluding this part

we will then be ready to definitely approach a discus-

sion of a new method of solving thls defect of the

present system of teaching.
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Surmary end Conclusion

Without exception every school selected in this

survey agrees with and confirms the opinion that to give

a student a really thorough training for the practice of

architecture necessitatesacorrelation of creative and

constructive design in his study of Architectural Design.
Furthermore each school offers some preliminary courses

in construction and building methods and makes some

gesture toward relating them to Architectural Design

either thru lectures, drawings or inspection tours.

There appear to be four methods by which this corrcl

is being attempted in the various schools. These are as

follows:

“1

1. Those in which correlationiseffectedby a study

of blue-prints of actual buildings in relation to

current problems in Design, combined with lectures

on this material. Within this category are the

UniversityofPennsylvaniaand the University of

Illinois.

2. Those in which correlation is effected by lectures

cnly, which deal with construction methods and mae

terials, with no direct relation to current design.

The schools which use this approach are Yale, Unie

versity of Southern California and Georgia Tech.
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3. Those in which correlation 1s effected by combining

the efforts of both the architectural and engineer-

ing departments in criticism over the drafting

table. Those adopting this scheme are Cornell,

Pennsylvania State.

Those in which an entirely new approach to this

correlation is in the process of formulation. The

two schools which seem to have advanced a bit in

this direction are the University of Oregon and

Columbia University.

let us now snalyze these four methods as to

their real value to the student in his design work.

The first method, namely that in which blue-prints of

construction are copied and analyzed, 1s of value to

the student in the sense that it does give him a ccr

knowledge of construction in practice. However he is

able to apply this knowledge to his current problems in

Design. And it does seem a bit illogical to continually

ho|

decrease the hours allotted to construction as the stu-

dent delves deeper into the more complex problems of

Design until in the fifth year no construction whatsow

ever is taught. On the surface, this would appear to

defeat the whole purpose of the method of correlation in

practice at the University of Pennsylvania and the Unil-
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versity of Illinois.

The second method, by which this work is care

ried on in lecture courses only, has the advantage that

more ground can be coversd in group instruction as come

pared with individual criticism. In this way the theory

of construction can be rather thoroughly covered. But

again there are the obvious questions ralsed:-- "How

much of this theory is actually retained by the studer

Can this theory be applied to his design work directly?

Can a genuine interest in this work be aroused by lec

ture courses per se?" To answer these questions we

mist turn to the results obtained by this method. The

schools of Architecture using this method admit that

they feel there is something lacking in the results

obtained from it. They realize that it 1s not the best

approach, but lacking facilities and a more concrete

basis upon which to work they have no other alternative.

And now we turn to those schools in which this

correlation is effected by combining both the architec

tural and engineering facilities of the school to this

one task. Under this method there have been good re=-

sults obtained. At Cornell, under Professor Bosworth,

this method is continued from the first years of train-

ing through five years of school and culminates in the
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thesis. This course has continually been enlarged thru

its fourteen years of existence at Cornell and 1s still

in the process of extension. Although this course 1s

thorough there is however a feeling on the part of

those in charge, that if an sctual expression could

be found for this knowledge of constructioninsome

form of model building there would be a good deal gr

by the student.

The last two types seem to be the most inter

esting from the fact that in their methods they accept

constructionandtheoryofdesignasequalswhenthey

endeavor to give the student a solid foundation for the

study of architectural design. The method of teaching

erchitecture at Oregon is to approach the design of a

building "from the inside out" so to speak. This is

basically nothing new in architecture. On the contrary

it was probably the approach used since early times and

from which school architecture has so radically departe

ed until now. I am not sufficiently acquainted with Dr.

Steinhof's method to criticize it intelligently at this

time, yet from the results which it has evidently pro-

duced, its logic cannot be questioned. However one of

Dr. Steinhof's chief arguments is that having the stu=-

dent construct models he can achieve greater success
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end more rapid results than could possibly be hoped for

in lecture methods or class instruction.

And finally, at Columbia we find a course now

being formulated which again accepts these principles.

By this method it is planned to teach construction and

Theory of Architecture simltaneously a year in advance

of any actual Design. Norecoveritisintendedtocon-

tinue this principle all thru the five years of study

up to the graduate work. Because there are no results

from which to draw conclusions it 1s not possible at

this time to judge this method. Nevertheless it is a

step in the right direction.

With the conelusions drawn from this survey

it 1s now possible to approach the organization of a

new methodofcorrelatingConstructiveandArchitectural

Design on a firmer footing. By a selection of the pro.

constituents based on past experience In this same field

and a revamping of cbsolete ideas in teaching it should

be possible to construct this new approach sanely. It

mst be of necessity slightly revolutionaryandeneer

mst be continually kept to the ground to anticipate

reactions and correct them. It must be understood that

whatever is accomplished in this discussion 1s only a

beginning. To achieve its purpose the idea mist be exe-
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tended to include all four years of the student's train

ing in Architecture, otherwise 1t becomes merely an

empty gesture.
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Part II

The organization of a course of study to be taught

as a second year subject In the curriculum at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for the purpose

of correlating Constructive and Architectural Design.
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Introductory
The relative importance of any one course of

study even within a definite curriculum is a most ine

tangible thing to select and understand. To superim--

a course of study upon &amp; group of courses within the

same cv—~ienlum, requires a great deal of inverigation

in order to bring out its proper relation to the other

courses as well as its bearing on the direction of the

thought of the student. For this reason a proper be=

ginning for such an investigation can only be based on

a few general assumptions. The importance to a student

of my one course in a curriculum may be based upon the

following four general considerations, with respect to:

1. Its bearing upon the student's present courses

2 study. |

“wn

§

¥
de

degree to which the student may be expected

y develop an interest in the course.

758 bearing upon the student's fut ~~ ~~ of

nuarber of hours which may be allotted to the

OL ¢ within the restrictions of the currice’ ~

It 13 « aecessity at this time to discuss these indi-

vidual considerationvat greater length.
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It is agreed that all courses of study within

a curriculum should have a definite relation to one ane

other. This should be at once apparent to the student

go that he may bend his efforts toward a goal which

will unify the extremely complex phases of his trai"

Any course which tends to segregate itself from the

other courses loses at once 1ts importance in the eyes

of the student. There mist be a relation between

ay

¢

courses of study, or at least an interrelation by means

of other courses. It is upon this cohesion, that dee

pends the degree to which a student may be expected to

develop an interest in a course of study.

IT

Human beings are individuals of characteri.

as different as their physiognomies. To expect an equal

interest on the part of all students in sn individual

study 1x a mistake. The degree of interest will vary

with the separate types of students but if there is a

proper relation between courses it will have a direct

bearing upon the interest of the student. It is this

apparent lack of relationship which causes the neglect

of errtain courses on the part of the students.
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There mist be an obvious direction to the trend of

study, and each course should point to a future covr-e

slightly more complex as well as interesting.

ITT

It is this interest which governs to a great

degree the connection between courses of study in

constructive years. If the directionofhiseducation

and training is apparent to the student and he re=

alizes the steps he mist ascend in order to unify this

training,then there need Ys no worry concerning his

Interest in a single course. Neglect on the part of

the student comes only when a ¢ourse seems extraneous

or unnecessary. Vhen a student realizes that a know

ledge of this or that subject is essential to him bee

fore he can be expected to approach successfully a

future course,heimmediatelybends his efforts in that

direction. To expect a thinking student to accept as

fact the word of the instructor, concerning the ime

portance of any one subject and its relation to future

sub jects without a very definite and concrete under

standing of this on the part of the student, is indeed

1 mistake. All this requires experimentation with the
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surriculum, to keep it in a form, elastic enough to

sult all purposes. And as a result this discussion

resolves itself to a confideration of that very ime

portant element of Time.

-“V

Because the organization of courses of study

is such an intengible thing, it becomes extremely dif-

ficult to subdivide the curriculum into a grouping of

hours in any "hard and fast " manner. It may be that

this division into hours 4s false and leads to incor-

rect assumptions. However in order to accomplish any

thing in this direction there must be a definite bee

ginning. Because my prodbiem ie involved with the cur

riculunm in architecture at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology it becomes important therefore, that I

accept this as a starting point. A discussion of cur-

ricula seems of prime importance at this time.

A Discussion of Curricula
Any discussion of curricula becomes peren=-

nial, end there is difficulty in finding a logical

nuawer with - —- az by Ae ey Tq acrYrttan
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curricula has a tendency to begin with false premises,

-= on the assumption that a ¢ourse of study csn be

made to fit, by the clock, the infinite variety of

minds and temperaments of human beingsj also, that

the order of interest and necessity for certain knowe

ledge and skill 4s the same among them at the same

time. It tends constantly to fit square pegs into

round holes.

Imposition of curricula is readily explain

able I suppose because of its so-called economy of

mass-production, regarding its making of really ede

ucated men as comparable to the making of inanimate

things. It has been sald that perhaps the worst in-

dictment of the present-day educational system is that

it falls to reveal to men trained under it, its super-

ficlal results -- as if an outward similarity of equ:

ment is of any importance." However 1t must be ace

cepted in this case that curriculaisunavoidable.

Sequence of studies van be improved by varying rela-

tionship of subjects, but the results can hardly be

better than makeshifts as far as the individual stu-

dent 1s concerned. Iloreover it seems that only bya

’°

slow accumilation of experience can these complicae

tions of curricula be analyzed and corrected. So
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often this "system of study" develops such an impor

tance that it becomes the goal itself. All of which

suggests that probably an inquiry into the more "real

problems" eonfronting such a discussion in this would

be advisable &amp;t the present time. In other words, to

get down to the particular problem which confronts ane

namely the correlation of ConstructiveandArchitec=

tural Design, the following observations might be

made. Does this problem which I am trying to solve

require a "course"? Would a "course" lead the stu

dent to conceive of conatruction as distinct from dee

sign, or design from eonstruetion? Can the two be

disassociatad? It 1s felt that the two are so intcre

woven that severance of them into distinct courses

would tend toward interfering with a developing sense

of their constant and necessary inter-relation. Cure

ricula seems to encourage the separationofdivisions

of a subject in an artificial and unrealistic manner.

As a result they come to impress upon the mind the noe

tion that they aredistinct, and uninvolved with each
other. This leads to a segregation of ideas, ae

teaching by different men, each having a special field

and tends to destroy the unity of the course.

At this time it will be necessary to dir: {
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gard any ideas of radicsl departures from curricula

or conventions of teaching. The purpose of this thesic

is to attempt to solve this problem first from an an-

alytical approach and then from a constructive basis,

Extreme changes of curricula involve too many departs

mental complications, Therefore for a firm basis upon

which to build I am assuming that the starting place

will be the present curriculum of second year, And so

a study of this curriculum is now advisable with a view

toward incorporating in it &amp; method of cerrelating

Architectural and Constructive Design,
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The Present Curriculum (1932-1933)

Under the present curriculum the first and

second term outlines are identical as to the number of

hours devoted to each subject. They sre az follows:

oo TPEa HsBef

2," Freehand Drawing |
iami

Se office Practice

Theory of Architecture4.

'B, Architectural History

Ge Design II

English and History

French

Ta

¢. Military Science

4=»

 3S «0

l -1

2 «1

11 « ©

3 «5

2-3
 x2 =

Units of exercise and preparation 32 « 18

For the purposes of this discussion we may

disregard the last three subjects as having little die

rect bearing upon the development of the purely Archie

tectural phase. We therefore have thirty-two hours

remaining for the purpose of directed study, each week

In order to obtaln a more exact relation let us plot

these hours on a diagramatic circle showing the number

of hours devoted to each course of study.
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From this eircle diagram the time relationship of

these six subjects taught in the present curriculum
may be readily understood. It 1s now essential that

further investigation be undergone at this point with

regard to the intererelation of these allied subjects.

With this in view an individual discussion of these

courses should be the next step.
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Design II
From the above diagram we find eleven schr”e

uled hours of elass work per week are devoted to De

signe This time 1s spent in a study of the problems

in architectural composition as applied to buildings

of simple requirements and varied character. This

work is carried on by means of eight hour prelimir-

sketch exercises in the form of sketch problems.

Scme of these are further developed to a final result

in a period of from four to five weeks, Although thr-

are eleven hours allowed for this work in the curricu-

lum, it is safe to say that actually slightly more

then twice these many hours: are devoted to Design by

the student. Vhat are the reasons behind this action?

The obvious answer 4s that the student feels the ime

portance of this course and knows that in order to

approach Design III he must make a ¢reditable showing

in Design IT. Not only thet, but also the course is

Interesting to him from the standpoint of subject mate

ter iteelf, as well as the method of presenting the

course, His interest moreover results from the fact

that whatever he accomplishes is more or less a produc

of his own imagination based on his own judgment. The

course itself, as well as the method of presenting it,
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is elastic enough to allow the student a certain

amount of freedom In thought which he immediately ape

precletes and capitalizes upon. Generally he feels,or

should feel that he is authority of himself in matters

pertainingtohisindividual problems in Design,end
should rely upon the critic only when he is in doubt.

ith this brief review in mind we mey now turn to the

next most imvortant subject of the second year

curriculum.

liechanlc s

There are nine hours allotted to the study

of Maghanics each week. This subject treats of a

study of the fundamental prineiples of statics, with

aprlications in analytieal and graphical solutions for

stresses for simple frames and trusses, Also the de-

termination of centers of gravity and moments of inere-

tia of plane areas is taken up in the first term, The

second term of this course deals with the definitions

and relations of the physical properties of materials,

simrle problems in tension, eompression and shear, the
common theory of beams, with apolieations, the analysis

ef stresses and eslumns and simple problems in combined

bending and axial loading.

Now let us examine the results produced by
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this study. Fundamentally this course is purely theoe

retical, And yet, there is a genuine interest on the

part of the average student in this work. The course

itself is well organized and thorough in its applica

tion. The student completes this course with a good

working knowledge of the analysis of stresses and beam

theory, and is well founded for a future study of cone

structive design. Yet while he is exposed to this

course he finds no direet application for this acquired

knowledge, Granted that it leads to a continuation in

constructive design, yet it has very little bearing on

the er-~tive design which the student 4s carrying on

at the same time, It becomes what might be called a

"segregated course", the knowledge of which must be

pigeon-holed and retained in an inert form until the

following year, As a result we may analyze the situae

tion in the following manner, The student finds hime

self carrying on two fairly distinet eourses of study

simul taneously, On the one hand he has the theory of

architectural design taught in "Theory of Architecture"

and "Degign®, On the other hand he has the theory of

Construction taught in "Mechanics" and "Constructive

Design", In other words we have two theoretical

goursesg running side by side, yet nowhere is there an
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agtual eonvergence of these two parallel studies,

Granted that there is an outlet for the student's ac-

quired knowledgeofthetheory of architecture in his

design work on paper e-- and that he has a similar oute

let for his theory of structure in his eonstructive de

sign, Yet there is offered to him no real tangible

method of correlating the two parallel courses, This

should be possible,

Freehand Drawing

There are four hours a week devoted to the

study of Freehand Drawing. It is continually stressed

in this course that a knowledge of the structure and

proportions of the human figure is the finest training

that a student can undergo in studying ar-k!‘’cetural

design. This course is so closely allied to Design that

there is hardly needed any effort on the part of the

instructor to convince the student of its importance to

him. The eorrelation of these two coursesisapparent,

therefore further consideration or eriticism is

unnecessary.

Office Practice
There are three hours a week devoted to an

analysis of the metheds followedinArchiteocte'offices

in the preparation of plans and spocifications as well
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ap details for a good building. Again we find the

same danger in the method of teaching this course wh’

was referred tq previously, That is, that mere copy-

ing of details does not train the student to think in

the proper manner, Yet it is important that the stue

dent understand the present day methods of office

practice, so that when a chance to utilize his traine

ing presents itself he will have a basis for compari-

The mechanics of operation taught in this course are

infinitely more important to him than any details he

may absorb, It would hardly be rational to attemnt to

relate a course such as this is, directly te Design

pince its training prririne to fields apart from

school work.

Architectural History may be assumed, for

practical purposes, to be in a way irrelevant to this

discussion, And now we will turn to the final subject

of this group.

Theory of Architecture

In this course, one hour a week is spent on

lectures dealing with the fundamental theory of archi-

tecture with a general consideration of materials, con=-

struetion, and elements of buildinge. It has been

paid that this ise a vast field to cover in one hour »&amp;
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week by means of a&amp; lecture, Of course the elements

taught in this course can be given more consideration

by combined class inrtruction than would be allowedby

individual instruction over the drcfting table, Howe

ever it ie difficult to train studentstoapplythis

general knowledge directly to their current problems

in the drafting room. 8o much must he covered so rape

idly in this short lecture course that the application

of the knowledge becomes haphazard in a sense, Thins

is a most important subject and until now it has been

felt that too little time has been allotted to this

study.

In brief this is the situation with which 1

em confronted at the present time and under the present

method of teaching. The curriculum, as it stands,

lacks to some degree, the correlation between individue

al courses which should give direction to the student's

training and simplify the complex phases of an archi

tectural education, To attempt to remedy this defect

with respect to one course will naturally affect the

other courses to some extent. The ultimate aim of thie

study, is of course, to try to improve by slight ree

vision the present method of teaching architectural de-

sign. The more smpecifie goal of this study is to try

0 amprove only one nhase of this fundamental trica
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namely the "construction phase", However, before any

attempt at improving this specific¢ phase can be ape

nroached there must first come a general explanation of

the changes in curriculum and methods of teaching

which would have to be carried out before any new

oourse could be inserted into the second year course of

study. Furthermore it must be determined whether a new

"eourse® so-called would be the best answer to the

problem in question, or whether a "segregated course"

would only complicate matters to an even greater degree,

Change in the Method of Teaching

Architectural Design

During the paet year, more than at any other

time, it has been felt that the standard academic meth-

od of teaching architectural Design has been losing fas

vor thruout this country. Each year more schools have

withdrawn from the "Beaux-Arts" group. Xven among thos

who direct the interests of the Beaux-Arts there is a

feeling that a change is needed. In a sense educators

now are groping for a soltuion to this problem. If

there must come&amp;revision in the present academic meth:

ods of teaching there must first come a certain amount

of experimentation, Extreme changses are neither ad-

visable nor &amp;re they actually required at the present
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time, , There must be an effert made however, to check

the tendencies whieh gcedemic treining has followed

during the past years and hark back te a congeption cf

early teaching methods which will suit modern needs,

The evil of "paper architecture" is well known, and

students now realize the importance of correcting this

evil, Less attention must be paid to rendering and

more to honest designing. But the key to the situation

hase in the obvious attempt which has been made by most

architectural schools, to "pad" their curriculums with

8 great number of minor courses having little relation

to one another, Upon this fact rests the logic behind

the remainderofthisstudy. Upon the correction of

this defect in eurriculum may be based a sound, logical

method of teaching design to suit the needs of the

present day. I am convinced that courses such as

Theory of Architecture, Building Construction, and

other minor studies eannot be segregated into "courses"

but must be included in Design and taught directly in

conjunction with Design. Furthermore the student must

be taught to design "from the inside out® instead of

oreating shell) facades to fit academic rartis in plan.

He muet be led away from the long-standing tendency of

anproachinggproblem from &amp; standpsint of parti as a
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primary consideration. With a course in Design en-

larged to include within it the various 8llied minor

studies the following method of approach gould be

developed.

I! The student could be taughttoapnroachaprobe

lem in design by first qualifying the individu-

nl elements according to the following charace

teristica::

ga. Use of the element or room,

b. Shape of room = governed by

l. Construction

2. Proper lighting

3. Acoustics

4. General appearance or treatment.

3, After qual!fying the individual rooms he

is then readytoapproachthequestionof

composition of circulation and elements.

There will result, of necessity, a method

of Yecut and fill" in trying to reconcile

b and eg.

a, The student in the meanwhile is ready for

the consideration of exterior treatment

which could be studied from a standpoint

l. Materials

oar i
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Z. Construetion

3, General appearance

There will then follow a revision of &amp;, b and g until

a satisfactory solution can be produced. The resulting

rrchitecture would not necessarily be Clasalc, licdern,

International, or any style. It would merely be the

beat answer to the problem according to the Judgment

of the student, without the hindrance of academic pre=

cedent, There is nothing new or radical in this meth=

ed of teaching design except in the mechanios of

placing it in operation,

Upon these gonsclusions reats the basis for

an organization of a course of study to correlate cone

gtrucstive and architectural design, 70 formulates this

ptudy as a segregated course would be merely defeating

ita purpose. I{ must be a study within a study to hold

ites proper relationship with Design. To advise zn en=

largement of Design would geem ito refute my former

statement criticising the over-stressing of separate

courses out of propertion to thelr value, Such is not

my intention, By broadening the course in Design to

include minor subjects the instructor would be sllowed

the opportunitytomeskethis course elastic encugh to

suit his needs. With such a course he could take what

SS



might be termed the "desipn temperature” of his class,

With such a wide range he could vary the course from

week to week to bring out the best qualities of the lae

tent ability of his students. We are now ready for an

explanation of how a specific courss courrelating cone

structive and architectural design might be incornora-

ted into this general mathod of teaching degipn,

A'Zlen for Ravision of tha Present Curriculum

In revising the pregent curriculum I plan to

naka no radical changes as far as the hourly schedule

ia concerned, The general change 10 be studied will be

the enlargement of Design II to include four minor

atudies, Thess minor studies will ba as followa:

Theory of Architecture

This course will goneist of a study of abe

stract design including considerations of form, color

and materiales as applied to current problems in

Design II.

# Applied Construction

Tris course will consist of a study of method

and theories of construction as applied to current

problems in Design, and will be carried out by means of

drawings, and models made by the individual students,
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Theory 8nd agation of Li. LN wetheds

Thies course will consist of a study cf methe

ods of lightingasappliedtothecurrentproblemsin

pegign II.

Theory of Acoustics

This ccurae, being of lezsor importance in

aecond year work will however find applicztion in probe

lems of dezign of this year.

We may now examine the maximum number of

hours which could be allowed to this enlarged course in

Deeign each week,

Day
onday

Tuesday
Wednenday

Thursday

Friday
Saturday

afaximum No, of Hour»

rt

Wo

0

x

x
—

“ au)

 2
a

From this disgram we find that there would be

&amp; maximum of twenty hours a week which could be given

over to Design. Of these twenty hours a week, four

hours could be devoted to the allied minor subjects.

Bince Monday must be devoted exclusively to esketén

r
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problem work the number of hours on this day will re-

main fixed, However, one hour could be allowed to

these minor subjects on each of the four remaining days

in which some design is taught. The following diagram

shows this relationship more obviously.

Hours devotes To

PURE DESI1GN

EACH WE FX.

A

¥ Hours oDev OTED

To- ALLIED MINOR.

/ SUBJECTS “PosRL WEEK.

There will be required in conjunction with

the time spent in class on these four subjects, an equa.

amount of time (four hours) devoted to these subjects

outside of class. This time could either be spent in

directed research, drawing, or model-building. There

is a very obvious advantage to an arrangement such as

this. In the first place it makes for a direct corree

lation between these subjects and the study of Design,

These subjects would be taught in the drafting room by

the instructor in Design, not as lectures but in the

guise of formal seminars, in which the students carry

on the greater percentage of the discupsion. In the

second place, the percentage of the time mrllowed to escl
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individual minor subject could be varied each week by

the instructor to suit the needs of the situation, For

instance if the current problem happened to be one of

pure composition of elements in abstract form, two or

three hours could be utilized in a discussion of "pure

design" called Theory of Architecture, during that

week, On the other hand if the current problem ree

quired a knowledge of a type of lighting or construce

tion, then more hours could be devoted to a discussion

of these problems and less to pure design during that

week. With an arrangement of this sort the instructor

would be provided with a course, go elastic that he

would be able to give his students &amp; well-rounded, wel’

balanced training in Architectural Design correlated in

the proper manner for an understanding of the many come

plex phases of thia study.

OrganizationoftheHoursDevotedtoAppliedConstrue*ton
For practical purpoees let us assume that

during the school year there would be a maximum of

thirty weeks for study. The minimum number of hours

which would be allowed for the study of applied cone

struetion would be two hours per week, or sixty hours

during the school term, With eixty hours es a min’ etm
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we may new proceed with the organization of the course

proper. It would be safe to spay that a minimum of

twenty seminars could be held during the school year,

Thege seminars would be conducted in the drafting room,

combining the discussion with illustrations by means

of a blackboard, drawings, and models on tha part of

both the instruotor and the student. There muat be no

waste of time, Part of this time nust Le r--erved for

detail drawing and model-building,

The following ia a&amp; tentative weekly schedule as revised
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1

1

AdvantegesofConstructionbyModels
There has always been one element in a course

puch as this which has hampered its use for instruction

purposes, and as &amp; result made such &amp; study impractic-’

This element has been the lack of a material for model

work, which was pliable, easy to work and assemble, and

relatively inexpencive,
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Fodeling clay has its limitations, I believe

I have overcome this part of the difficulty in the use

ef a material which I have obtained for model work.

This material is a transparent form of celluloid which

is light and pliable and may be obtained in varying

thicknesses and widths, It is easily cut and can be

sembled quickly,by a methed with which I have experi-

mented and found satisfactory, Transparent, opsque,

or colored joints can be made to suit the needs of the

model. Joints may be made permanent or semi-permanent,

With facilities such es theese the score of this course

is Tairly broad, I need hardly £6 speek of the advane
tages of individual construction of models, as compared

with detail drawing or lectures per se. Athing cone

structed by the hands is retained in the mind indefine-

itely. I need not mention the many other advantages

which work of this sort offers to the student. The

rodels should be gelf-exylanatory. An organization of

the work to be covered in the geminars now follows:

Organization of Seminars

In organizing these seminars there should be

an attempt to relate the general discussion as clonely

a3 pessidble to the current problems in Design. ¥ or

purposes of this study I am relating these geminars to
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problems in Design Ilof the years 1931-1932 and 1932«

1933.

Saminar 1

The first seminar weuld consist of an explen

tion of the purpose of the course,and exaclly what was

to be expected of the student, The inter-rrlation bee

tween this course and Design as well as the Other minor

courses should be brougnt to their attention, ¥Followe

ing this there would be given to the students a list

of reference books which are to be used by the students

thruout the course. Por purposes of my own study the

books used were as follows:

1. 700d Construction D.F.Holtman

(Prapared under National Committee on Wood
Utilization)

2, Architectural Construction Voi 1 Voss &amp; Henry

3. Architectural Construction Voir.) —BeewsivNggg &amp; Henry

4. Good Practice in Construction 1+ 2 P,.G.Knoblock

5, Kidder's Architects' Handbook

The material to be used for models should he

explained to the student at this time as well as the

method of assembling the material. A preliminary ¢ B
r

cise would then be given out, the purpose of which

would be to introduce the material of the models to the

etudents and afford them a chance -to experiment with fo!

[2
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very simple exercise in model work,

Exerciae I

Thig preliminary ex:reise would consist of

making isometric drawings cf ao eorner of an 8" wall

ghowinz four tvoes of brick bonding (Flemish, English,

Dutch, and Cormon., The drawings, completed on yellow

detail paper would he at the same scale as ths accom-

vanying model, Upon completion of the four drawings,
b

two would be asglectead to Teproduce in model form, The

time allowed for this work would be one week,

Seminar II

Tha firet part of the second seminar would be

devoted to a general criticimm of the drawings and

models pragentedatthattimc. New methods of cons.

tion or bonding of brick would he discussed, including

the effecte which different rick surface treatments

have on bonding, ete. 8necific raference could he

made to a nroblem such as Problem I (Design II 32-33)

which had to do with the treatment of a swimming vnoocl

on a country estate. sny difficulties which could not

be ironed out by reference to models would be explained

by rough sketches at the blackboard. There should be
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reserved at theo end of the seminar, ample time for the

introduction to Exercise II, Reference, material to be

covered, method of avonroach, and any other important

factors which suggest themselves, would then he ox

plained to the students,

Exercise II

This problem would consist of a study of post

and lintel construetion, There would he required two

drawings in connection with this exerecimpe., The first

drawing would be a method of joint floor construetion

in wood with hearing walls. The second would be the

same problem illustrating fire-proof construction, with

curtain walls and steel and concrete supports. This

problem might have direct reference to Problem I

(31-32) (An Arcade 3treet) and the game dimensions

could be uged, After the drawings had baen cammpleted

a model of Drawing No. 1 would then be assembled,

Seminar ITI:

For the completion of Exercise II there would

ba allowed four weeks, Within this time the following

material would be covered by the gtudent and brought

ny for discuasion in the 8 eminsare,

&gt;
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We Strenzth of Wood

From this discussion the student would gain

a general knowledge of the important factors governing

the selection of wood for structurzl purposes, Beams

sizes, TLoth nominal and esetusl would be conmidered,

¥ith this knowledge the student would be expected to

select the proper ciructurel wooed for the ¢vercipe in

question,

2. Structural Peguirerents et Reem Cornections,

Under thie phase would come the general cone

ditions concerning beering surfaces and the use of

bearing plates, W¥all hangers and boxes, their reaquiree

ments and adventeges would alro enter inte this discuse

gion.

3. Built-uv Beams

In considering compound heams the general ine

terest gnould be centered arcund their conatruction,

The economic and structural value would be the main

gsongideration.

Seminzsy IV
snipe peman

There would now be time devoted to the fole

lowing considerations:
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Floor Conatruction

To begin this discussion there would be a

propose v&lt;ry general conception of the effect which

loading has on floor construction. The method of gse-

lection of a floor panel would be taken up as well as

fire-preoofingandfir--atopping.

Joist Sizes

The selection of joist sizes would be vital

to this discussion in relation to the current exercise,

In all this work, specifications would be constantly

referred to, Details of Joist construetion of all

classes would be discussed and explained graphically.

With this would follow methods of joist connections of

various types.

Mill Construction
"This type of construction should be covered

fairly thoroughly both as to the objective as well as

its advantages in structural quality. There should al-

80 be some discussion concerning the use of laminated

flooring and its advantages,

Seminar V

The greater portion of this period should be

spent in genersl criticism of drawings for extrcise .wc
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as far as they had progressed. The relation between

this work and the problems in design with which it has

reference, sheculd be stregsed constantly. Original

ideas and methods of construction could be introduced

and criticised with respect to their practical appli-

cation and effect upon current architectural design,

At this time also there would be started the assembling

of the models to accompany Exercise Two,

Seminar VI

Exercise II would be required to be completed

and ready for presentation during thig pericd. There

would follow a specific criticism of these models, and

at this time the relation between this type of cone

slruction and fire-proof construction as illustrated

in the drawings would be exemplified, Again reference

would be made to the effect which these construction:

changes would have upon the current problem in design,

in order to keep the inter-relation of the two constar

ly before the mind of the student. At the end of this

period reference material would be given out for pree

paration for Exercise III and an explanation of this

would follow,
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Exercise III

This exercise would take up the matter of

roofing. Tha problems in design to which this could

have specific reference are Problem 4 - 1932-33 ( A~

Post Office) or Problem8- 1932-33(ALibrary).In

both thesa protvlems large open areas must be spanned

and the knowledge of how this could be done ghould be

of vital importancetothestudents. The exercise ite-

self would consist of designing in a very simple mane

ner, a truss to gpan the dimension required of the spee

cific design problem. The drawing would consist cf an

expression of this in both wooed and ateel, Adifferent

form of truss would be used in each case, After the

drawing had been completed, a model would be masembled

of the wood truss as drawn for the completion of this

exerciae,

Between Seminar VI and VII there would be

spent a certain amount of time in inspection trips for

the purpose of stressing more forcefully tha principles

taught in connection with Exercise II

Seminar VII

In this discussion the following principles

would be c~vaeidered:
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Requirements for a Roof

Under this topic would come the consideration

of types of roof construction as defined by the use of

the building. The selection of materials for roof

structures would also enter inte this phase as well as

fire protection and other qualifications. Reference

would be made of course to specifications and building

codes,

Roof Pitches

Avery important element in the design of the

roof truss would be of course an exact knowledge of

the pitch required. The factors which influence this

would be discussed and explained, Within this scope

would also cow? a consideration of the economical depth

of the truss,

SelectionofTypesofTruss

Having considered the factors governing the

pitch of the roof the next element to discuss would be

the type of truss necessary. An explanation of the de-

pirability of trusses would of course be included in

this seminar, Comparison between types of wood and

steel trusses covering the same span would also be a

necessity. From thia discussion a student would then

be qualified to approach the actual type of construction

1eccereary for Erdrcise IIX.



Seminar VIII

As a beginning for Seminar VIII &amp; very gene

eral discussion of loading would be taken up, This

would cover very briefly the effects of snow-loads,

wind loads and dead loads upon the design of a truss,

The various methods of roofing would be considered at

this time including sawetooth as well as flat roofed

types and mill construction,

Use of Timber Trusses

The limitations of timber trusses would be

the next consideration. Under this would come classe

ification as to span limits and economy of constructicor

Comparison with similar steel trusses would always be

an important element in the discussion,

Degign of Truss Members

with a specific type of truss in mind the

next step would be a consideration of the individual

members, The necessity of simplicity of joints would

be explained, Type of joint as affected by method of

erection would also be considered, The end connection

of truss and bearing wall would be the most vital ele=

ment to discuss at this moment, This work would be ¢x-~

plained at the blackboard with rough sketches,

Yo.



Seminar IX
This seminar would continue the discussion of

the preceding seminar and take up the designing of the

intermediate jointe of the truss, Methods of cutting

and securing Joints would be considered at the same

time. The use of laminated members would be discussed

both as to their desirability and advantage. In the

latter part of this period there would be general crite

iciem of drawings &amp;s far as they had proceeded,

Seminar X and XI

Final eriticism of drawings and models would

take place during these periods with the major portion

of the time spent in assembling the models.

Seminar XII

At this time the students would be expected

to present the completed drawings and models, There

would follow a general oritieism and a comparison of

the method of designing a truss in wood and ateel,

Reference would be made to the effect which the design

of the truss would have on the architectural problem
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involved, The latter part of the period would be spent

in clearing up any questions resulting from this work

or iis relation to problems in design,

Between -thia period snd the next seminar time

would be spent in inspection trips to siruectures in the

proceas of heing built,

Conclusion of the Course
The remaining seminars of this course would

be spent on an original piece of work of this type,

Students would be encouraged to take &amp; problem which

would be of interest to them and which could be applied

to their design work, They would have to do their own

research with suggestions from the instructor, The

work would still be carried on in open seminars. Upon

finishing this project the students would be required

te prepare a brief paper treating of his specific probe

lems, to be delivered before the class in seminar, The

final three peminars would be reserved for these corals,

Conduct of the Course

It will be noticed that thruout this course

as plannedwood.constructionhasbeenstressed,andothe
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types subordinated, This will undoubtedly be eriti-

cised, However, ny reasons for not stressing both

masonry and steel and concrete construction are &amp;s

follows: To treat the subject of masonry construction

properly would require a special course in that very

exact study known as sterectomy. It would not be

reagonable to spend the amount of time necessary to a

course of this sort when its future value to the stu-

dent does not seem to warrant it, My reasons for not

stressing steel and concrete construction will be 4n-
tnoribred.
2luded in the conclusion since a continuation of the

course is invelved in this msiter,

In any course such as this, in which models

are used extensively thera are pitfalls to be avoided,

The great danger to be averted is ta prevent technique

in execution from overshadowing the objective in the

exercise, There is always the tendeney on the part of

the students to spend too large a percentage of time

in perfectingamethod of presentation and as a result

they are not able to "see the wooda for the trees,

The objective must be kept in mind at all times.

The substitution of seminars for lectures

will be sYitiaised from the point of view that it is
~in,

aifficulttoguidethe discussion in the proper manner

T his dancer can be avoided by exact limitation of tn
y
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so that all points can be covered within the specified

period, A good deal will depend uron the puidence

given the seminar period by the instrueter in charge,

The students must carry on the greater nart of the

discussion,nided from time to time by suggestion and

eriticism from the instructor.

I firmly believe that the "case nyatem" is

most adaptable to a course of %ihis sort. That again

im a matter of opinion, However, thie statement is

ratified by fen in both the department of Architecture

and YWngineering. Their er—erience is that the bulk

of the students do not have the facultytoarplythe
theoretical knowledge of structurestothevarious

nractical problems, without first having a fundamental

education in methodsofconstruction. Courses in

theory of construction usually result in merely an exw

posure to that side of an Architectural education,

which wes soon forgotten because of a definite lack of

spportunityforapnlyingthisknowledge,
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Coreluemicn
MRS HiSTPBoAtoll

Thie ie by no meens a completed etudy in core

relating Architectural snd Constructive Design. Rather

it is merely a beginning, snd serves only te open vp

poeridbilities for a future development which would

form &amp; real training for &amp; student. To have a dnfir-

purpoege, thie course muet be extended into the third

and fourth year curricula. ¥y .reasone for streesing

wood construction in this course were based in part

upon thie fact. Since the course in Mechanics (2:231-

2:222) ‘deals largely with theory 8s related to wood con-

struction, ther it would be reasonable to stress the

serlication of this theory in the eovurss in Applied

Construction in second year, If Applied Construction

sould be continued in third year, the matter of ateel

and reinforced concrete could be giregsed at that time

in conjunetion with, or preceding Constructive Degign.

In this way the student would be always working toward

+r

a definite goal, and would reslize the great degree to

which each subject depends upon the other for comvlete

understanding.

I am convinced that a course such as I have

organized would give the student an eagerness for that

knowledge of construction which would affect his study
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of Architectural Design. To carry the idea thru guoe

cessfully would resuli in changes, in curriculum and

methods of {eaching, There should also result a change

in the attitude of both instructor and student concerns

ing ‘the approach tu architectural problems, Moreover

thacse changes must come, and the undercurrent is being

senged already, There are propertiesofstrengthin

the present system whicn musi ve Kept; properties of

weukness that must be corrected, Certain schools are

awake 10 these essential needs und are planning for

the future. Gther asclicols are groping and trying to

revert to a past which has ceased to exiat., The one

encouraging fact seems 10 be that the thinking student:

arg awake to lhe probloms confronting them, under

present conditions. Because they realize their weake

naggeas they will make progress. Within the school

these changes will not take place ranidly., The reace

tion has only started, yet it is certainly in the

right direction, (Correct research and logical refine-

ment applied at this time will simplify matters in the

future, As ir, C, Howard Walker has so often quoted

to us,=~ "The mills of the gods grind slowly, but they

grind exceeding fine,"
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